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In this paper we study the existence of [weakly] atomic-compact al-
gel~ras and compact opological algebras, and prove decomposition theo- 
rems for such algebras. An algebra 9~ = (A, F s >s~s is weakly atomic-com- 
pact iff the following is true: if 2; is a set of atomic formulas (i.e. equa- 
tions) involving any number (possibly uncountable) of individual vari- 
ables, and every finite subset of Z is satisfiable in 9.1, then Z is satisfiable 
in 9~. For X c C_ A, we let 9.[ x denote the algebra (A, F s, a>s~S,a~ X. 9.1 is 
atomic-compact iff 92 A is weakly atomic-compact. The notion of atomic 
compactness was introduced first fe- Abelian groups by I. Kaplansky 
[22] and J. Lo~ [25] and later for general algebras by J. Mycielski 
[35; 50]. The theory of atomic-compact algebras i  presented An the 
works of Fuhrken, Mycielski, Pacholski, Ryll-Nardzewski, Taylor, 
W~glorz, Wenzel and Wojciechowska cited in the bibliography. 
Every compact opological algebra (algebra whose universe is a com- 
pact Hausdorff space such that e~:ch operation is continuous in this to- 
pology) is atomic-compact; thus atomic compactness is an algebraic ge- 
neralization of topological compactness. 
Many interesting atomic-compact and weakly atomic-compact algebras 
are known. Atomic-compact Abelian groups have been completely char- 
acterized [ 22; 25], as have atomic-compact modules over certain rings 
[49]. Every vector space ¢,ver a field is atomic-compact, and a Boolean 
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algebra is atomic-compact if and only if it is complete [50]. Atomic- 
compact semilattices [ 16] and algebras with one unary operation [55 ] 
have been characterized. Projective spaces over an algebraically closed 
field are atomic-compact [36]. 
The class of atomic-compact algebras i  closed under two operations 
[35]. First, the product of any system of atomic-compact algebras is 
atomic-compact. Second, ~ is called a retract of ~ iff there exist homo- 
morphisms i: 91 ~ ~ and p: ~ -+ ~1 such that p o/is the identity on A; 
any retract of an atomic-compact algebra is atomic-compact. And so 
every retract of a compact opological algebra is atomic-compact, al-
though the converse is false - there exists an atomic-compact algebra 
which is not a retract of any compact opological algebra [44; 47]. 
In this paper we prove the following theorem on the existence of 
atomic-compact algebras (Theorems 1.2 and 1.4). If 9/is weakly atomic- 
compact, then there exists a unique atomic-compact $ having the fol- 
lowing two properties: (i) ~ and ~ satisfy exactly the same first order 
sentences of the form 3iX 1 ... ::iX n (01 A ... A 0 m ), where 0 i are atomic 
formulas; (ii) if ~ and 9A also satisfy the same such sentences and ~ is 
atomic-compact: then ~ is a retract of ~. We call this ~ the minimum 
compact algebra E-equivalent to ~. Our proof of the existence and uni- 
queness of ~ continues the ideas of G. Fuhrken and W. Taylor [ 13], 
although we give direct proofs in this paper; an important step in the 
proof is an application of a partition theorem of Erdrs and Rado [9]. 
These minimum compact algebras are similar to the homogeneous ni- 
versal models of M. Morley and R. Vaught (see Theorem 1.13). 
With the exception of § §6 and 7, the rest of the paper consists of 
various applicaticns of our construction of minimum compact algebras, 
One such result is the existence of maximal atomic compactifications of 
algebras. We prove (Theorera 2.2) that for every algebra 9A there exists 
an essentially unique homomorphism f: 9.1 -, ~8, where ~ is atomic-com- 
pact andfhas  the following two properties: (i) if ~ c__ ~8 is atomic-com- 
pact andf[9~] c_ I~, then ~ = ~8; (ii) if g: ~ ~ ~ is a homomorphism of 
9~ into the atomic-compact .algebra ~, then there exists a homomorphism 
h: ~8 ~ ~ with hof=g. I f~  is a Boolean algebra, then/': 91~ ~ is the 
embedding of ~ into its completion [43], and if 9~ is an Abelian group, 
then f: 9~ -~ ~ is the embedding of 9A into its "pure-injective envelope" 
[29; 49]. 
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Minimum compact algebras are applied to construct ])'ee atomic-com- 
pact algebras (Theorem 4.5) and free products (Theorem 4.2) in the class 
of atomic-compact algebras. 
Our most interesting application of the existence of minimum compact 
algebras i a decomposition theorem for atomic-compact algebras. We 
prove (Theorem 5.1) that every atomic-compact algebra 91 = <A, F s >s~ 
is a retract of a product of atomic-compact algebras in which every fac- 
tor has power <_ 2 ~°+ ~sl. It follows that large atomic-compact algebras 
are always ubdirectly reducible. Thus the two constructions mentioned 
above, formation of products and retracts, are adequate for the cons- 
truction of all atomic-compact algebras, in the following sense. For a 
given similarity type of algebras, there exists a set K o of atomic-compact 
algebras of this type, such that every atomic-compact algebra of this 
type i~ a retract of a product of members of K 0 . 
For compact topological algebras we prove a counterpart to the 
above mentioned ecomposition theorem, namely (Theorem 7.7) that 
every compact topological lgebra is isomorphic (topologically and alge.~ 
braically) to a closed subalgebra of a product of compact topological al- 
gebras, over of power <- 2 ~°+~st. This extends aknown result in the theo- 
ry of compact topological grouFs [32] and semigroups [ 19]. 
For completeness we also giw ~, existence theorems for free algebras 
and free products in the category of compact topological algebras (al- 
though these constructions are standard) to exhibit he similarities be- 
tween these and the above strictly algebraic onstructions. 
Our use of the existence of minimum compact algebras in our appli- 
cations can be compared to the formation of the closure of a subset of 
a topological space, or the formation of the subalgebra generated by a 
subset of an algebra. If 9./is atomic-compact and X c_ A, we may form 
the minimum compact algebra E-equivalent to 91x, and the migimum 
compact structare may be embedded in9/x (extending the embedding 
of X into A). Our proof of the existence of the maximal atomic cornpac- 
tification is similar to the proof of a similar topological theorem (The- 
orem 6.1), with the above construction replacing the formation of the 
dosed subalgebra'generated by a subset. But the construction of  mini- 
mum compact algebx-as lacks the rigidity of the formation of subalgebras 
and closures, and so we are not able to construct our compactifications, 
free atomic-compact algebras a~d atomic-compact free products in the 
sense of category theory (see 2.22, 4.9 and 4.10). 
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The main results of this paper were announced in [48]. 
The author wishes to thank G. Fuhrken and J. Mycielski for many 
helpful discussions concerning the material presented here. 
§ 0 contains the preliminary definitions and propositions, and § 1 
gives the existence of and basic properties concerning minimum com- 
pact algebras. In § 2 we present our theory of maximal atomic compac- 
tification, and we apply this theory in § 3 to the study of closures and 
atomic-compact extensionr. In § 4 we present our free atomic-compact 
algebras and atemic-compact free products. § 5 contains our decompo- 
sition theorem for atomic-compact algebras. § 6 contains topological 
analogs of our theorems on compactification, free algebras and free 
products. In § 7 we give the decomposition theorem for compact opo- 
logical algebras. 
O. Preliminaries 
Although for simplicity in the introduction we stated our theorems 
for algebras, almost all our theorems are proved for structures with both 
operations and relations, i.e. of the form 9A = (A, <F s >seS, (Rt)t~T), less 
precisely denoted <A, Fs, Rt)saS, t~T, where each F s is a finitary opera- 
tion on the set A and each R t is a finitary relation defined on A. We as- 
sume that S n T = 0. We adopt the convention that capital German let- 
ters denote structures and thai the universe of a structure i~: the corres- 
ponding Roman capital. If S is empty, then "9.1 is a relational structure, 
and if T is empty, then 9/is an algebra. 
I fX  is a set and f: X ~ A is any function, then (21,f(X))xc x denotes 
the structure (A, F s, f (x) ,  Rt)s~_S.x~-X, teT formed from 9.1 by enlarging 
the type to include the constant (nullary operation) f(3c) for each x ~ X. 
l fX  c__ A, then 21x denotes (21, x)x~ x . 
Homomorphism, homomorphic image, embedding, substructure, pro- 
duet and inverse limit are defined as in Gr~itzer [ 1 5, pp. 224-225] .  
Thus an embedding f: 21 ~ ~3 is an isomorphism of 21 onto a substructure 
o f~.  If f: A ~ B is a function we let f [A]  = {f(a): a cA} ,  and if f :  ~i~ 
is a homomorphism, f[21] denotes the substructure of ~ with universe 
f [A  ]. A cong~uence r lation on 21 is an equivalence r lation on ,4 which 
is a congruence relation [ 1 5, p. 35] for each operation F s of ~t. I f -  is a 
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congruence relation on ~ then ~/ -  denotes the homomorPhic image of 
9~ defined by the natural mapping of A onto the set of equivalence clas- 
ses urlder =~ The definition of retract is stated in the introduction; p is a 
retraction of  ~8 om'o its substructure ~ iffp: ~8 ~ ~1 is a homomorphism 
and p tA is the identity. 
Notice that a class K of structures closed under the formation of re- 
tracts is closed under isomorphism (i.e. K is an abstract class of struc- 
tures). If we say that K is closed under formation of products, then we 
mean in particular that K contains the product of a system of structures 
having empty domain; this "empty product" is a singleton structure in 
which no relation is empty [ 15, p. i 18]. 
Our definition of the K-free product ~ of the system ~1i (i ~ I) of 
structures is the obvious extension to structures of the standard efini- 
tion for algebras [ 15, p. 184], except that we do not require that the 
homomorphisms ~ki" ~i -' '~ be one-to-one. I fK  is a class closed under 
the formation of products, substruc~.~ares and isomorphism, then K-free 
products always exist. 
If ~ = (A, (F s)s~s, (Rt)t~7), then '~i treated as a relational structure 
is the relational structure '~l* = (A 0,, W u )u~Sur), where W u = ~ if 
" U 
u ~ S and g'u = Ru if u ~ T. Although this 91" is roughly the sarnes as 9~, 
it differs in the fact that a different language applies to ~*, and in the 
important fact that every eq~i':alence r lation on A is a congruence re- 
lation on ~*. We make use of this last fact in our proofs of Theorems 
1.2 and 1.4 below. See also 0.6 below. 
We assume familiarity with the essentials of first order logic (with 
equality) and model theory; we refer the reader to Gr~tzer [ 15, Chapter 
6]. We sometimes use the same letter for a relation symbol or operation 
symbol of the first order language and for its interpretation as a relation 
of a given structure. We will use the notions of first order formula and 
sentence, the notion of satisfaction and the notion of elementary sub- 
structure. If f: ~1 ~ is a homomorphism, we say that f is a pure em- 
bedding if the f~llowing is true: any finite set of atomic fonnulas in the 
language ofg.l A which is satisfiable in ( ~ f(a))a~_a is satisfiable in ~A- 
If 9~ is a substructure of ~, then ~ is a pure substructure of ~ iff the 
identity embedding)'~  -~ ~ is pure. 
An (:!, ^  )-sentence [or formula] is a sentence [or formula] of first 
order logic (with equality) ha~ng _:! and ^  as its only logical connectives. 
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Structures 9~ and ~ are E-equivalent iff they satisfy exactly the same 
(3, ^ )-sentences. See 0.4 and 0.5 below. 
The letters a, ~ and 3, denote ordinals; any ordinal is the set of smaller 
ordinals. The letters m and n denote infinite cardinals; a cardinal is an 
initial ordinal. The power of ~ set X is denoted IXI. The least infinite 
ordinal is co, alias ~0. 
The definition of [weak] atomic compactness is stated in the intro- 
duction. Atomic-compact algebras are sometimes called equationally 
compact. For the history and basic facts concerning these notions, con- 
sult [ 50]. Also see the propositions listed at the end of this section. 
In this paper topological spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. If 91 is 
a structure and ~: is a [compact] topology on A such that each relation 
R t of ~[ is a closed subset of the appropriate power of A, and such that 
each operations F s of~l is continuous, then ~ = (~, ~ ) is a [compact] 
topological structure. We adopt the convention that topelogical struc- 
tures are denoted by script capitals, with the corresponding German 
capital denoting the underlying structure. We sometimes refer to the 
space (A, ~ > briefly as A. If f: ~ -~ ~ is a homomorphism and f: A -~ B 
is continuous, th,~n we say that f: ~ -~ ~ is a continuous homomorphism. 
An iso-homeomorphism f: ~ -~ c~ is a bijection f: A ~ B such that both 
f: M -~ ~ and f - t  : ~ _~ ~ are continuous homomorphisms. If there 
exists such f, then ~ and c~ are iso-homeomorphic. 
Some of our remarks will use elementary facts from the theory of 
Abelian groups and the theory of categories. None of the main results 
depend on such remarks. For the theory of Abeli~n groups the reader 
is referred to [ 12] and [22], and for category theory to ! 10] and [26]. 
We list some basic facts which will usually be used without further 
mention in the remainder of the paper. 
0.1. Every elementary embedding is a pure embedding. If there exists 
p retracting the homomorphism i: ~ ~ ~,  then i is a pure embedding. 
Every pure embedding is an embedding. 
0.2. ~1 is weakly atomic-compact iff whenever ~ satisfies every (.:1, t~ )- 
sentence true in ~d there exists a homomorphism f: ~ ~ ~. 
0.3. 9~ is atomie~.compact iff for every pure embedding i: 9~ ~ ~,  there 
exists p retracting i [50]. 
0.4. If there exis~ homomorphisms f: ~ -~ ~ and g: ~ -~ ~, then ~ and 
are E-equivalent. 
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0.5. f: 91 -* ~ is a pure embedding if and only if 914 is E-equivalent to 
< ~8, f(a)~_a. 
0.5.9J is [weakry] atomic-compact if and only if 91 'treated as a rela- 
tional structure is [weakly] atomic-compact. 
1. Minimum compact structures 
Defini~on t. 1. A relational structure ~ is minimum compact iff it satis- 
fies the following two conditions: 
(i) 9.1 is w,~akly atomic-comFact; 
(ii) if f: ¢,~( --, ~ is a homomorphism and ~ is E-equivalent to 91 then 
f is an embedding. 
An arbitrary structure 9J is minimum compact iff 9J treated as a relational 
structure (see § 0) is minimum compact. 






91 is atomic-compact; 
IAI <_ 2 Isl+ 171+ s0; 
every endomorphism of  9J is an automorphism of  91; 
91 is a retract o f  every weakly atomic-compact structure E-equiva- 
lent to ~; 
every minimum compact st~ wture E-equivalent to ~ is isomorphic 
to~. 
Proof. It is clear (using 0.6 and 1 1 ) that we may assume that 91 is a r~- 
lational structure. We first prove (ii); for completeness we give ,~ direct 
proof, although (ii) follows fairly easily from [ 13]. Let ~ be the set of 
(3, ^ )-formulas ~0 having v 0 and v 1 as their only free variables and for 
which 91 ~ 7 3x ~0(x, x). Let < be a strict linear ordering ofA.  For each 
~0 ~ cb, we put B~ = { (a, b): a, b ~ A, a < b and ~1 ~ ~o(a, b)}. We first 
prove 
U Bw={(a,b):a, bEA,a<b}. (*) 
toE~ 
Clearly v'e need prove only the inclusion 2. Now given a, b E A, a < b, 
we let - be the equivalence rc!ation on A which has (a, b} as its only 
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proper equivalence class. By minimum compactness, 92 and 92/= are not 
E-equivalent, and thus for some 
= 3x  o ... 3x,,  (01 ^ ... ^ 0 m ), 
with each 0 i atom~ic, 92 1= 7 ~ and ~/= 1= ~b. Let the assignment 
u: {x 0, ..., xn} .-, A / -  satisfy 0 1 ^  ...a 0 m in ~/--. We may assume that 
for some] >_ 0, u(x  o) = ... = U(Xl) = {a, b}, and fo r ]< k <__ n, u (xk  ) :/: 
{a, b}. Let v = u ~ { Xl+l, ..., xn~. For each i ( i  <- Z <_ m),  92/= 1= O i[u ], 
and thus it is clear that one may replace occurrences of the variables 
x o , ..., x! in 0 i by the variables v0 and v 1 to form a ,~ ~ atomic formula 
07 such that 92 ~ 0i [a, b, v]. If we set 
= ... 3x .  (:1 ^ ... ^ Om ), 
it is clear that 9.1 .~ ~o(a, b), but 92 I=7 3x~o(x,  x), thus proving (*). 
Returning to the proof of (ii), we notice there are at most n sets B o, 
where n = IS! + ITI + l~ 0. Suppose contrary to (ii) that IAI > 2~1. Then 
by (*) since (2n) ÷ -* (n*)n 2 [9], there exists an infinite B ~ A such that 
for so.me ~o, ((a, b): a, b ~ B,  a < b} c_C_ B , .  And so i fX  is a set of vari- 
ables strictly linearly ordered' by -<, then every finite subset of 
= {~o(x, y): x ,y  ~ X ,x .<y} 
is satisfiable in 92. Since 92 is weakly atomic-compact (by 1. l(i)), it fol- 
lows that 1~ is satisfiable in 92. Hence assuming that IXI > IA I, we see 
that 92 1= ~x ~o (x, x), in contradiction to the fact that ~o ~ &. Thus (ii) 
is pr~vedo 
We -next prove that there exists a minimum compact ~ E-equivalent 
to 92 ~uch that ~9 has no proper substructure isomorphic to ~.  Assume 
to the contrary that every minimum compact structure E-equivalent to 
9( ha,~ a proper isomorphic substructure, and hence also a proper isomor- 
phic extension. It is easy to check that the union of a chain of minimum 
compact structures each E-equivalent to 92 is again minimum compact 
and E-equivalent to 92. Define by recursion the following transfinite se- 
quer~ce of structures: 
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9.10=92 
92a = any structure isomorphic to IJ 92a and having 
LI 92, as a proper substruct,':e (for # > 0). 
a<# 
Clearly if n is as above and i f~ = (2n) ÷, l~'en 9~ is mininmm compact 
and has power > 2 n, in contradiction to (ii). Thus our assumption is 
f~lse, and there exists a minimum compact ~ E-equivalent to 9.[ with no 
p:'oper substructure of ~9 isomorphic to ~. 
Thus by I. 1 (ii) it follows that every endomorphism of ~ is an auto- 
morphism of ~. We now prove thgt if ~ is minimum compact and E- 
equivalent to 92 (and hence E-equivalent to ~9), then ~ ~ ~.  By 0.2 
there exist homomorphismsf:  ~ ~ ~ andg: ~ ~ ~.  go f i s  an endo- 
morphism and hence an automorphism of ~; thus g is onto, and so by 
1.1 (ii), g is an isomorphi.sm. Thus in fact 92 ~ ~,  and so we have esta- 
blished (iii) and (v). 
To see (i), let ~ be any pure extension of 92. Since 92 is weakly atomic- 
compact, there is a homomorphism f: ~ ~ 92. Nowf l 'A  is an endomor- 
phism of 9~, and hence an automorphJism of 92. Thus f tA has an inverse, 
g. Clearly g o f i s  a retraction of ~ onto ~1, and thus 92 is atomic-compact 
by 0.3. 
To see (iv), let ~ be weakly ator~ic-compact and E-equivalent to 9~. 
By 0.2 there exist homomorphismsf:  ~ ~ ~ and g: ~ -* 92. Thusgof  
is an endomorphism and hence an automorphism of 92, and thus has an 
inverse h. Clearly h o g: ~ ~ ~ retracts the homomorphism f: 92 ~ ~.  
Thus 92 is a retract of E. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Problem 1.3. By (v), if 92 is minimum compact, then Th 9~, the complete 
first order theory of 92, is determined by the set of (3,  ^  )-sentences true 
in 92. Can one find a (syntactic, if possible) method for describing Th 92 
in terms of these true (3, ^)-sentences, e.g. using a special (r~ossibly in- 
finitary) rule of deduction? (Note the special infinitary rule given in 
[131.) 
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Theorem 1.4. l f  ~I is a weakly, atomic-compact structure, then there ex- 
ists, up to isomorphism, a unique minimum compact structure ~8 E- 
equivaient to g~. ~8 may be taken as a substructure o f  ~lonto which ~! 
retracts. 
Proof. We first assume that 9~ is a relational structure. Let Z be a set of 
atomic sentences in the language of ~A (with equality), containing all 
such sentences true in ~A, such that if ~; t- ~o where ~0 is an (3, ^  )- 
sentence in the language of 9~, then ~o is true ~n 9.t, and such that ~ is 
maximal with respect o these properties. (Notic~ that Z will in general 
contain atomic sentences which are false in ~A -) Let ~ be the smallest 
normal model of ~, i.e. B is A/=, wlfere -- is the equivalence r lation 
specified by the equality formulas in Z, and the struc~re ~8 is specified 
by the relational formulas in Z. It is easy to Check that ~ is minimum 
compact and E-equivalent to ~. Thus we have proved the existence of 
$;  the other assertions of the theorem follow easily from Theorem 1.2. 
When 9.1 is a structure which is not a relational structure, we apply the 
above argument to ~ treated as a relational structure. We can easily 
check that the stracture ~8 obtained in this way makes sense for the 
language of ~ (because ~ is a retract of 9~), and hence ~ satisfies the 
required properties. 
Problem 1.5. Can one find a "construction" of the minimum compact 
E-equivalent to 9~ which is more concrete than the above proof?. Our 
existence proof is non-constructuve in that it uses Zorn's lemma ~o find 
a maximal ~. Can the points of ~ be explicitly described? (Note the ex- 
treme symmetry of the minimum compact structure in 1.8 below.) 
Remarks 1.6. The hypothesis of Theorem 1.4 that 91 be weakly atomic- 
compact is essentizl; the structure < ~, < > is not E-equivalent to any 
weakly atomic-compact structure. 
1.7. In Theorem 1.4, the position of ~ as a substructure of 9.1 is not 
unique. If 9/, for example, has no operations and no relations (i.e. S = 
T = 0), then ~l is a siingleton and may be embedded as any point of ~. 
The same is true if 9.1 is any lattice. 
1.8. The algebra ~ = (Z, x + 1 ), where Z is the set of integers, is mini- 
mum compact. In fact 9.1 is weakly atomic-compact, and an~ proper ho- 
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momorphic image of 9~ has a finite subalgebra, whose existence may be 
expressed by an (3, ^  )-sentence. 
1.9. If 9.1 - (Q, +, c) where Q is the set of rational numbers and c is a 
non-zero constant, then ~ is minimum compact. <Q, +> is atomic-com- 
pact [50] but not minimum compact, since it is E-equivalent to ({ 0}, +). 
1.10. The upper bound on IAI in Theorem 1.2(ii) is l:est possible. In 
fact let m be any infinite cardinal, and" let ~ be the generalized Cantor 
set m2 with the relations R~ = {(f, g) :f(~) :~ g(a)} for a < rn. One may 
check that if f: 9( -~ ~ is a homomorphism which is not an embedding, 
then ~ ~ ~, where for some 
~= 3x :ty 3z (R=xy  ^  Raxz  ~ Rc~yz). 
But this sentence is false in 9(, and since ~1 is a compact opological struc- 
ture, it follows that ~( is minimum compact. 
1.11. Let • be as in 1.10 except hatR a = {(f, g): f (a)  = 0 and g(a) = 
1 }. Notice that this 91 is a minimum compact structure which has only 
the identity automorphism, x',hereas the structures of 1.8 and 1.10 have 
transitive automorphism groups. 
Corollary 1.12. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 9(/s minimum compact; 
(ii) 2[ is weakly atomic-compact, ~nd every ert~domorphism o f  g~ is an 
au tomorphism of g~. 
The following theorem exhibits the limited similarity, mentioned in 
the introduction, between minimum compact structures and the homo- 
geneous universal structures of Morley and Vaught [33] (or see [4, 
Chapters 10 and 1 1 ] ). We omit the easy proof. 
Theorem 1.13. A structure ~l is minimum compact if  and only i f  it satis- 
fies the f~i!lowing two conditi!ons: 
(i) i f  B ~ A and f: B -~ A iS any function such that every (3, ^ )-sen- 
tence .holding in (gd, b )l, e l  ~ holds in (~l, f(b))b~ B, then there is an 
automorphism o f  91 ex tending f," 
(ii) i f  Y8 is E-equivalent to 9, then there is a hcmomorphism f: ~ -~ ~. 
We conclude tl" is section with two more propositions which follow 
fairly directly from the previous theorems, but will not be used in the 
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remainder of this paper. RecaU first that an algebra 91 is pseudo-simple" 
[3 1 ] iff every homomorphic mage of 91 is either a singleton or isomor- 
phic to 91.91 is simple i ff  every homomorphism defined on 91 is either 
constant or one-to-one. 
Proposition 1.14. Every weakly atomic-compact pseudo-simple algebra 
9~ := {A, F~ )sEs which has no one-element subalgebra is minimum com- 
pact and simple. Thus ~ is atom!c-compact and IA I <_ 2 Ist + ~o 
Proof. Let ~ be minimum compact and E-equivalent to 91. Since ~3 is a 
subalgebra of 91, ~ cannot be a one-element algebra. Thus since ~ is a 
homomorphic mage of~,  ~ must be isomorphic to 9~. Thus 91 is mini- 
mum compact. Finally suppose that f: 91 -~ ~ is any sarjective homomor- 
phism, where 91 is not a singleton. By pseudo-simplicity ~ is isomorphic 
to 91, and so by 1.2(i i i)f is an isomorphism. Thus 91 is simple. 
Proposition 1.15. (Finite similarity type.)A minimum compact struc- 
ture 91 is finite i f  and only i f  there exists an (3, ^  )-sentence ~ such that 
for any (3, ^  )-sentence ~o, 91 ~ ~ if and only i f  ~k ~ ~o. 
Proof. If 91 is finite, then the result is obvious. To see the converse, we 
first assume that 91 is a relational structure. Given ~k as in the theorem, 
we may take $ to be 
=ix o ... 3x n (ol ^ ... ^Om ), 
where each o! is atomic. We let ~8 be the structure with universe 
{x0, ..., x n } and with the relations defined by the formulas o1. By hy- 
pothesis ~ is E-equivalent to 91, and so by 1.2(iv) ~ is a retract of ~ and 
hence finite. If 9.( has operations, then we let 91" be 9.( treated as a rela- 
tional structure (§ 0) and notice that there exists an (3, ^  )-sentence ~b* 
such that for all ~ similar to 91, ~ ~ ~k if and only if 2"  ~ ~*, where 
~8" is ~ treated as a relational structure; the theorem then follows by 
applying the relational case to ~* and ~k*. 
Remark 1.16. (Finite similarity type,) If 91 is finite and minimum com- 
pact, then every structure E-equivalent to 91 is weakly atomic-compact. 
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But there also exist infinite minimum compact structures 21 with the 
property that all structures E-equivalent to 2t are weakly atomic-compact. 
For example let 9./be minimum compact and E-equivalent to the graph 
G defined in [44]. 21 is infinite, since G is not E-equivalent to any finite 
structure, because G has infinite chromatic number [44]. But i fH  is any 
graph E-equivalent 1:o 9~ (and hence to G), then there exists a homomor- 
phism f: G ~ H, since G is a disjoint union of f'mite structures, and thus 
H is weakly atomic-compact. 
2. The maximal atomic compactification 
Definition 2.1. Let K be a class of atomic-compact structures imilar to 
21. A K-maximal atomic compactification of 21 is a pair (f, ~ ) sati:;fying 
the following four conditions: 
(i) ~ ~ K; 
(ii) f: 21 ~ ~ is a homomorphism; 
(iii) if f[21] ~ ~ c__ ~ and ~ ~ K, then ~ = ~ ; 
(iv) for every homomorphism g: 21 -~ ~ with ~ ~ K, there exists a 
homomorphism h: ~ ~ ~ with h o f = g. 
Theorem 2.2. Let K be a class o f  atomic-compact s ructures closed un- 
der the formation o f  products and ,etracts, and let 21 = <A, F~, R t>s~.s, t~T 
be any structure o f  the same similarity type as K. Then there existsa K- 
maximal atomic compactification (f, ~ ) o f  21, and all such compactifica- 
tions are isomorphic in the s~nse that i f ( f ,  2 ' )  is also a K-maximal ato- 
mic compactification orgY, then there exists an isomorphism u of  ~8 onto 
2 '  with u o f= f'. Moreover IBI <_ 2 Isi + ITI + ~l 
Proof. (As mentioned in the introduction, the proof follows a standard 
pattern; see Remarks 2.21 and 2.22 and §6 below.) Let ~; be the set of 
atomic sentences true in 21A, and let K 1 be the class of models 
( ~, c(a))a~ A of X such that ~ ~ K. Let K 0 ~ K 1 be a set containing an 
isomorph of every- member of K 1 of powe~ <_ 2 Isl + ITi + ta ~. (K 0 is not 
empty, since a singdeton structure - the empty product - is in K.) Let 
be the product of all structures in K 0; clearly S,~ ~ K 1 . Let ~ be mi- 
nimum compact and E-equivalent to ~. ~ is a ~nodel of I~, and so there 
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is a unique homomorphismf:  9g,4 -} ~) .We let ~5 be the reduct of • to 
the similarity type of ~, and take the same homomorphism f: 92 ~ ~5. 
We claim that (f, ~ ) is the K-maximal atomic compactification f  92. 
Clearly ~ ~ K; to see 2.1 (iv), suppose that g: 92 --} ~ with ~ ~ K. Let 
be minimum compact and E-equivalent to ( ~, g(a))ae A . By 1.2(ii) 
IEk<_ 2 Isl+ Jrl+ ~l (orA is finite), and so we may assume by 1.2(iv) that 
~ K 0. Thus the homomorphism h of 2.1 (iv) may be taken as a cobrdi- 
nate projection from ~) to ft. We now check 2. l(iii). If ~ is as in 2. l(iii), 
then by 2.1(N) there is a homomorphism h: ~ -+ ~ w~th hof=f .  Thus 
h is an endomorphism of ~, and thus by 1.2(iii) an automorphism of ~. 
Clearly then ~ = ~. Thus (f, ~ ) is a K-maximal atomic compactifica- 
tion of ~. Finally let (f ' ,  ~5') be a second K-maximal atomJc-compactifi- 
cation ofg~. By 2.1(iv) there exist homomorphisms u: ~5 --} ~'  and 
v: ~'  ~ ~3 with uof=f '  and vof  =f. Thus by 0.4 ~) is E-equivalent to 
rS', f'(a))aaA, and So by 1.1 (i i)u is an isomorphism of ~ onto some 
~ ~:. By 2.1(iii) ~8' = ~, and so u is the required ~somc~rphism of 
onto ~'.  
2.3. If K is the class of all atomic-compact structures of a given simi- 
larity type~ then K-maximal atomic compactifications will be referred 
to simply as maximal atomic compactifications. 
Theorem 2.4. I f  (f, ~3 ) is a maximal atomic compactification f the re- 
lational structure 92, then f is an embedding of 9.1 into ~, 
Proof. Let ~ be the "one point compactification" of ~, i.e. the struc- 
ture which has 9A as a substructure and exactly one additional point p, 
with the stipulation that any relation holds for any n-tuple at least one 
of whose entries is p. Let g: 92 ~ ~ be the inclusion map. It is easy to 
check that ~ is atomic-compact, and thus by 2.1 (iv) there exists 
h: ~3 --} ~ with hof= g. The conclusion of the theorem then follows 
easily. 
Thus for relational structures ~ one may refer to the maximal atomic 
compactification simply as ~5, with the implicit assumption that f is the 
identity embedding of 9.{ in ~.  
Remark 2.5. Theorem 2.4 does not hold for algebras (and a fortiori for 
sty, uct,  res in general). B. W~glorz showed that there exists an algebra 
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which is not a subalgebra of any atomic-compact algebra [51, § 2 (vi)] ; 
see also 3.5 and 5.15 below. And so it can happen that every relation of 
the relational structure 9~ is an operation on A, but the same is not true 
of the maximal compactification f 91. (Thus one may not form the max- 
imal atomic compactification f the structure 91 by first treating 91 as a 
relational structure as described in § 0.) This negative remark should be 
contrasted with the following two easy positive results. 
Theorem 2.6. I I  the algebra 91 has an atomic.compact extension, and 
(l, ~ ) is the maximal atomic compactification f 91, then f is an embed- 
ding. 
Theorem 2.7. Let (f, ~ ) be the maximal atomic compactification of the 
algebra91, and let 9.1" (resp. ~*) be 9~ (resp. ~ ) treated as a relational 
structure (§ 0). Then (f, ~*) is the K-maximal atomic compactification 
of 9.1", where K is the class~of structures each of whose relations is an 
operation. 
2.8. The embedding f of2.6 need not be pure; see 3.13 below. 
2.9. Clearly if (f, ~) is a maximal atomic compactification f 91, then 
(f, ( ~, f(a)>a~ A) is a maximal atomic compactification f ~a" Thus the 
following theorem may be applied to the language of ~a. 
Theorem 2.10. I f ( f ,  ~ ) is the maximal atomic compactification f 91, 
then 
(i) every positive uniuersal sentence holding in 9,1 holds in ~8 ;
(ii) an (3, ^  )-sentence ~o holds in ~8 if and only if ~p holds in every 
atomic-compact ~ for which there exists a homomorphism 
Proof. By [ 51, Theorem 3.1' ], there exists an atomic-compact structure 
~.B',f[91] c__ ~, c_C_ ~,  for which (i)is true; by 2.1(iii) ~ '= ~. And (i/) 
follows directly from 2.1 (iv). 
Corollary 2.11. I f ( f ,  ~8 ) is a m~dmal atomic compactification f the 
algebra 9~, then ~ belongs to the equational class determined by 91. 
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An important application of Theorem 2.2 occurs when K is a class of 
injective structures. Let L be a class of structures; as in [50, § 3], we say 
that ~1 ~ L is injective in L iff for every homomorphism g: $ -~ 9~ and 
extension ~ ~ ~,  ~1, ~ ~ L, there existsh: ~ -~ 9~ extendingg (This 
notion coincides with the notion of injective in category theory [8] in 
ease every monomorphism (left-cancelable map) in the category of ho- 
momorph_isms between structures in L is an embedding; such is the case 
if e.g. L is a class of algebras which has a free algebra on one generator.) 
If the class L is closed under the formation of ultrapowers, then every 
structure injective in L is atomic-compact [50, Proposition 3.1 ]. (1) 
Every retract in L of a structure injective in L is injective in L, and every 
product in L of structures each injective in L is injective in L. In the fol- 
lowing corollary (f, ~ ) is called an in]ective nvelope ~f 9~ in L. 
Corollary 2.12. Let L be a class o f  structures closed under the formation 
o f  products, retracts and ultrapowers, and let ~1 = (A, F s, Rt)s~s,t~ T be 
a s~,'ructure in L. Then there extsts a homomorphism f: 9~ -~ ~ having the 
following three properties: (i) ~ is in]ective in L; (ii) i f  f [~  ] c__ ~ c__ 
and ~ is in]ective in L, then ~ = ~; (iii) i f  g: ~ -~ ~. is a homomorphism 
and ~ is in]ective in L, then there exists a homomorphism h: ~8 -, 
with ho f = g. I f  f ' :  9~ -> ~' al~o ,¢atisfies conditions (i), (fi) and (iii), then 
there exists an isomorphism u: ;8 -~ ~' with uo f = f'. Moreover 
IBI <_ 2 Isj+ Irl+ L41+ n0. 
C~rollary 2.13. Let L be as in 2.12. I f  g~ is a substructure o f  some 
which is in]ective in L, and i f ( f ,  ~ ) is an in]ective nvelope o f~,  then f
is an embedding. One may in fact take ~ to be any c_--minimal substruc- 
ture o f  ~ containing ~l and in]ective in L, while taking f as the identity 
embedding. 
Proof. The first statement is obvious; to see the second, notice that i f f  
is an embedding, then 2.12(iii) follows immediately from the definition 
of injective. 
(1) The connection between i jectivity and atomic ompactness i  further developed in [0]. 
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Remarks 2.14. "the hyFotheses of 2.13 hold for every 9.I when L is the 
variety of Abelian groups [ 12, p. 107], of semilattices [6], of distribu- 
tive lattices [2] or of "S-sets" (an S-set is a set on which the fixed semi- 
group S acts) [.~]. 
2.15. Let A be any set, and let 9/be the relational structure with uni- 
verse A and one unary relation corresponding to each subset ofA.  Then 
the maximal atomic compactification of ~i is the Stone-~ech compactifi- 
cation/39/(the t~niverse of/t9/is the Stone-~ech comp~:ctification f the 
discrete space A, and each relation o f /~  is the closure of the correspon- 
ding relation of ~). Since an infinite structure ~ has at most 2 tAI distinct 
relations and operations, 2.2 implies that the maximal atomic compacti- 
fication of 9/has power at most 22t41 The present example shows that 
this esomate is best possible. 
2.16. If 9/is a Boolean algebra, then the maximal atomic compactifi- 
cation of 9/is the completion of 9/(the completion of ~ by cuts, or the 
algebra of regular open subsets of the Stone space of 9/) [ 27, 43, 18]. 
2.17. If 9/is an Abelian group, then it is easy to check that the maxi- 
mal atomic compactification ~ of 9/is the pure-injective envelope of 9/ 
[29;49; 12, p. 172]. This envelope has power at most IA I ~0 [ 12, p. 177]. 
In fact the gro~:.p ~ = 9.I °:/9/(,o) (factor ~'oup of direct sum by restricted 
direct sum) is always atomic-compact [20; 11; 35, Theorem 1 ; 12, Cor. 
42.2]. Since the diagonal embedding ofg/ in ~ is pure [ 12, p. 177], it 
foiiows that ~8,1 and f~,4 are E-equ,valent, and thus that ~ is a retract 
of ~. Hence IBI <_ I CI. 
2.18. If 9/is an Abelian group and K is the class of divisible (i.e. injec- 
t ire ~ Abelian groups, then the K-maximal atomic compactification of 9/ 
is t~le divisible hull (i.e~ in]ective nvelope) of 9/(2.14). Comparing this 
example with that of 2.17 (e.g. with 9/a non-trivial finite Abelian group~ 
we see that the K-maximal atomic compactification of 9/depends on the 
choice of K, even if f: 9.( -. ~ is an embedding in both cases. (2) 
2.19. If 9/is the algebra < ¢o, x+ 1 >, then the maximal atomic compac- 
tificatiol~ of 9/is the disjoint union of 9/with the algebra <Z, x + 1 ), where 
Z is the set of integers. Clearly there exist non-identity automorphisms 
of this compactification which are the identity when restricted to A. 
(2) Maranda [29] also treats the injective nvelope and pureqnjective envelope from a unified 
point of view (which differs from ours), 
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Thus we cannot strengthen Theorem 2.2 to assert hat the isomorphism 
u is unique. Also, if we strengthen 2.1 (iv) to assert hat the horr.omor- 
phism h is unique, then Theorem 2.2 is no longer valid. 
21,20. The maximal atomic compactification is a pure embedding in 
each of the examples 2.15-17 and 2.19 above. For Abelian groups (2.17), 
this is proved e.g. in [49] (or see [ 12, Theorem 41.7] ). For Boolean al-- 
gebras (2.16) it follows from the easy fact that any subalgebra of a Bool- 
ean algebra is pure (which may be proved along the lines of [ 18, §32], 
using the fact that any finitely generated Boolean algebra is finite). Also 
see theorem 3.8(iv) below. 
2.21. The proof of Theorem 2.2 substantiates our assertion in the ir- 
troduction that formation of minimum compact substructures plays a 
rble similar to that of forming the closure of a subset of a topological 
space, or to that of forming the subalgebra generated by a subset of an 
algebra. For example to form the maximal (Stone-t~ech) compactifica- 
tion of a topological space A, one may form the product of systems 
(g, C), where g ranges over all (isomorphism types of) continuous map- 
pings g: A -~ C with C compact and of power < 2 2L4 I. The maximal com- 
pactification of A :'s then the closure of the natural image of A in this 
product (the natural map of A to its compactification is one-to-one if
and only ifA is completely regular, in which case one may replace C 
above by the single space [0, 1 ] ). Similarly, to form the free algebra (of 
G. Birkhoff) over a variety K generated by a set X, one forms the prod- 
uct of systems (h, 92), where h: X -~ A is any function, 91 ~ K and 
IAI <_ IXI + ISI + b~ 0 (with S as in §0). The desired free algebra is then 
the subalgebm generated by the natural image of X in this product. The 
analogy of these two constructions with our construction i  the proof 
of Theorem 2.:2 :is clear. (The two classical constructions mentioned here 
are instances of :~he general construction used to prove the Adjoint Func- 
tor Theorem io category theory [ 10, p. 84] .) 
2.22. The analogy between our construction of the maximal atomic 
compactification and the constructions of topological compactifications 
and free algebras mentioned above in 2.21 is not perfect. The proof of 
the isomorphism of all maximal atomic compactifications of 9~ in 2.2 is 
not as smooth as the proofs of the corresponding isomorphism results 
for e.g. topologic~ compac~:ifications or free algebras. In these cases, two 
maximal compactifications or free algebras are isomorphic under a unique 
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isomorphi ;m, because a continuous function is determined by it~ res- 
triction to a dense subset and a horaomorphism is determin~d by its res- 
triction to a generating subset. Thus one may give a proof in category 
theory that all maximal topological compactifications or all free algebras 
are naturally isomorphic [ 10; 26]. We have seen, however, in 2.19, that 
the rigidity required for natural isomorphism proofs does not always oc- 
cur for maximal atomic compactifications. (From the standpoint of ca- 
tegory theory, one cannot constr~¢t maximal atomic compactifications 
via the Adjoint Functor Theorem, since the category e of atomic-com- 
pact structures and homomorphisms does not have difference kernels 
(see [ 10, p. 84] ) - two distinct automorphisms of the compacfification 
defined in 2.19 do not have a difference kernel "n e. One may construct 
the injective nvelope (2.18) of A belian groups in the framework of ca- 
tegory theory [ 10, Chapter 6] ; this approach extends to some categories 
of algebras [8; 1 ] . )Thus there does not exist any single natural isomor- 
phism between two distinct maximal atomic compactifications of a given 
structure. But for certain special c.lasses of structures, the homomorphism 
h of 2.1 (iv) is unique, and thus atl maximal atomic compactifications are 
"naturally" isomorphic; such is the case for the class of Boolean algebras 
(see 2.16). 
2.23. Even in the case of Abelian groups, the homomorphism h of 
2. l(iv) and the isomorphism u of 2.2 may be non,unique. The following 
example was communicated to the avthor by R.B. Warfield Jr. (we give 
our own proof which utilizes Theorem 1.2(iii)). Let p be a prime, and 
let S 0 be the Pri~fer group Z®,  i.e. 9~ 0 has generators fi(i ~ ¢o) subject 
• ~' . <~ 
to the re lat lonspf  0 = 0 and pfi+ 1 =f~(t ~ 00). And for 1 _ n < ~,  let 
9~ n be a cyclic group of order pn with generator e n . Finally we let 9~ be 
Oo 
the (restricted) direct sum ~ 9~ n . Let 9) be the maximal atomic corn- 
n=0 
pactification (pure-injective enve!.ope) of 91. We will prove that there ex- 
ists a non-identity automorphism of ~) which restricts to the identity on 
9~. Consider the following set (*) of equations having the free variables 
x n (n ~ ~0): 
px  0 = 0 
x n =PXn+ 1 +en+ 1 (n E ~) .  
(*)  
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The reader may check that the set of equations (*) is not satisfiable in 
91 but that every finite subset of (*) is satisfiable in ~. Thus by atomic 
compactness (*) is satisfiable in ~, and we define b n (n E t~) to be a so- 
lution of(*)  inB. Notice that b o ~A,  or else since ~ is pure in ~ [49], 
we would have (*) satisfiable in 9A. We now claim that there exists an 
automo~hism of the desired kind mapping b0 onto b 0 + re. To See this, 
we take one individual variable Yb for each b ~ B and consider th,~" fol- 
lowing set of equations. 
Ybo = bo +re 
Yb+c = Yb +Yc (b ,c~B)  (**) 
Ya = a (aEA) .  
By minimum compactness of ~A and 1.2(iii), it is enough to show that 
any finite set F of the equations (**) is satisfiable in ~ We may assume 
that b 0 appears in F, for else there is nothing to prove. We let ~0 be a 
subgroup of ~5 containing 9~ and all constants appearing in F, and finite- 
ly generated over 9~. Since ~ is pure in ~8, it follows that ~ is a direct 
summand of ~o, i.e. ~0 = ~ ~ ~- Since ~ is fmitely generated, we 
may write ~o - ~ ~ ~1 '~'... ~ ~m, where each ~/ is  cyclic. Since 
b 0 ~ B o but b 0 ~A,  it follows that the component of b o in some ~k is 
~= (). Thus there exists a generator c of ~k with pec = 0 for some e and 
the ~k-component of b o being p~-!c. Define the endomorphism g of 
~9 0 by letting g be the identity on each summand other than ~ k arid 
letting g(c) = c +re-l" Clearly g satisfies F in ~. 
3. Closures and atomic-compact extensions 
Definition 3.1. [51]. ~ is a [pure] closure of91 iffg~ is a [pure] sub- 
structure of ~ and every set Z of atomic formulas in the laaguage of~ A 
is satisfiable in ~8 A whenever every finite subset of ~; le satisfiable in ~A 
Definition 3.2. ~9 is a strong closure of 9~ iff 9A c _ ~ and ~A is weakly 
atomic-compact. 
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3.3. An atomic-compact extension of 91 is a strong closure of 91. A 
strong closure of 91 is a closure of 9.1. 
3.4. A pure closure of 9.{ is a strong closure of 91. 
In [ 13] and [47] we used the term "closure" for what we have here 
termed "slrong closure." But (4.3) of [ 13] and Corollary 5.1 of [47] 
both refer only to pure closures, and so remain valid under the present 
def'mition of closure, by 3.4. 
B. W~glorz asks [5 1, p. 92] whether every algebra with a closure has 
an atomic-compact extension. This question is still open, but we can 
give an affirmative answer given the existence of a strong closure; also 
see 2.5 and 5.1 5 below. 
Theorem 3.5. I f  g is a strong closure o f  the structure 91 = (A ,Fs ,Rt )s~ ' t~ ,  
then there exists an atomic-compact ~ with 9.1 c_ r8 c__ ~ and such that 
IBI ~ 2 ~l+ tsl+ ITt.(3) 
Proof. Let ~ be minimum compact and E-equivalent to ~,4, and let 
be the reduct of ~) to the siriailadty type of 91. The result follows im- 
mediately from Theorem 1.2. 
Tt ~ following corollary answers affirmatively the question raised in 
[47, § 5], whether every structure which has a pure closure has an ato- 
mic-compact pure extension. 
Corollary 3.6. I f  ~ is a pure closure o f  g~ = <A, F s, Rt)s~s,t~ T, then there 
exists an atomic-compact ~8 with 91 c_C_ ~ c.C_ ~ (thus ~8 is an atomic-com- 
pact pure extension o f  9.1) such,:that IBI <__ 2 psi + It1 + ~l,- 
Problem 3.7. If the algebra 9~ has a closure, then does 9.1 have a strong 
closure? (An answer to this question would settle the question of B. 
W~glorz mentioned above.) 
Theorem 3.8. Iy g~ is any structure, then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) 9.1 has a pure closure; 
(ii) 91/s an elementary substructure o f  so~,e closure ofga; 
(3) G. Wenzel [56] has recently obtained a different proof of 3.5. 
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(iii) 9~ has an atomic-compact pure extension; 
(iv) the maximal atomic compactification o f  9~ is a pure embeading; 
(v) for every (3, ^ )-formula ~o in the language o f  9~ A with two free 
variables, if:for each n ~ ¢o 
: ix  o ... / x , ,  
O<i<l<n 
then ~tA ~ 3x~o(x,x).  
so(x i, xj), 
Proof. For the equivalence of (i) and (ii) see [47, Corollary 5.1 ]. For the 
equivalence of (i) and (iii) see 3.6. For the equivalence of (i) and (v) see 
[ 1~3, (4.3)]. The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) follows directly from 2.10(ii) 
and 2.9. 
Remarks .';.9. See [47, Corollary 5. I ] for a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition in terms of chromatic numbers [46; 47] that ~1 have a pure clo- 
sure. 
3.10. (G. Fuhrken). The equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.8 do not 
imply that there exists an atomic-compact elementary extension ofg/. 
For example take 9~ = (¢o, <-). Clearly (¢o + 1, <-) is an atomic-compact 
pure extension of 9.1, but ~ has no atomic-compact elementary extension; 
a sentence true in ~ but false in eve~ atomic-compact extension of 9~ is 
Vx3y(x  <_ y ^ - lx~- y). 
3.11. (G. Fuhrken). If  91 is a pure substructure of its maximal atomic 
compactification ~, then every retraction-preserved sentence true in 9.1 
is true in ~. For by 3.8(ii), 9/is an elementary substructure of some 
closure ~ o f~,  and by 1.2(iv), ~ retracts onto ~8. The class of sentences 
preserved under retraction is discussed in [23 ]. 
3.12. (G. Sabbagh). There exist sentences other than those mentioned 
in 3.11 which are preserved upon passing ~:o a pure maximal atomic com- 
pactification. A simple example is any sentence true in all infinite struc- 
tures. Also, let ~o = ¢J A 0, where ~0 is a sentence stating the axioms of 
Abelian groups. Every Abelian group is an elementary substructure of 
its pure-injective nvelope (maximal atomic compactification) [41 ], and 
so such ~ must be presen'ed upon passing to a maximal atomic compac- 
tification. If  0 is e.g. :ix (x + x - 0 A -1X --~ 0), then this ~0 is not always 
preserved under retraction. 
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3.13. An algebra may have an atomic-compact (even a compact opo- 
logical) extension without havin;g any pure closure. The followir~g exam- 
ple is due to C. Ryll-Nardzewski [54, Example 21 ]. Let 9~ be tile algebra 
<6o, f, g), where land  g are the two componel,ts of some function map- 
ping 6o onto 60 X 6o \ ((k, k): k E 6o}. ~ is a subalgebra of the compact 
topological algebra/~9~ formed by extending f and g continuously to the 
Stone-t~ech compactification of the discrete space A. But~ does not 
have any atomic-compact pure e:.:tension, as may be seen by app!ying 
3.8(v) to the formula 3x( f (x )  ~- v o ^ g(x)  ~- v 1 ). 
Problem 3.14. Can one find a necesszry and sufficient condition that an 
algebra 9~" be a subalgebra of some atomic-compact algebra? Can one find 
such a condition in terms of the complete theory Th 9~ A , perhaps a con- 
dition similar to 3.8(v)? 
4. Free products of atomic-compact~gebras and 
free atomic-compact algebra~ 
K. Golema proved [ 14] that free products (i.e. co-products) exist in 
the category of compact opological algebras and continuous homomor- 
phisms (see Theorem 6.3 below). The atomic-compact K-free products 
defined below would be free products for the category of atomic-com- 
pact structures and homomorphisms if we could strengthen 4.1 (iv) to 
assert hat the homomorphiism h is unique. But just as mentioned in 2.22 
above, the proof of the Adjoint Functor Theorem is not applicable, since 
this category does not have difference kernels; in fact h in 4. I (iv) is not 
unique since 4.1 and 4.2 are clearly generalizations of 2.1 and 2.2, res-. 
pectively, and h is not unique in 2.1 (iv). 
Definition 4.1. Let K be a class of similar atomic-compact structures, and 
let 9~ i (i ~ / )  be a system of structures similar to the structures in K. An 
atomic-compact K-free product  of the struct-ares ~li is a pair (f, ~)  satis- 
fying the following four properties: 
(i) ~ ~ K; 
(ii) f i s  a system j~(i ~ / )  of homomorphisms ft: 9~ i -, ~ ; 
(iii) if ¢~ ~ K and for each i ~ I f/[9~i] ~ ~ ~ 2, then ~ = ~; 
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(iv) for every system gi (i ~ 1) of homomorphisms gi: ~i -~ ~ with 
~ K, there exists a homomorphism h: ~ --, ~ with ho f  t = 
gi(i E 1). 
Theorem 4.2. Let ,¥ be a class o f  atomic-compact s ructures closed undet, 
the formation o f  products and retracts, and let 9Ai(i ~ I) be a system o f  
structures o f  the same similarity type as K. Then there exists an atomic- 
compact K-free product (f, ~ ) o f  the structures 9~ i, and all such free 
products are isomorphic in the sense that i f  (f ' ,  ~')  is also an atomic- 
compact K free product o f  the structures 9a~, then there exists an iso- 
morphism u o f  ~ onto ~8' with u o fi = fi' (i ~ 1). 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2 and thus omitted. 
Theorem 4.3. Let K 1 be a class o f  structures closed under the formation 
o f  products, subs¢z uctures and isomorphs, and let K be the class o f  ato- 
mic-compact structures in K 1. Let ((gi: i E I), ~l ) be a (standard) K 1 -free 
product o f  the structures 91i (i E I), and let (f, ~ ) be a K-maximal atomic 
compactification ofga. Then ((fogi: i E I), ~ ) is an atomic-compact K-
free product o f  the structures 9~ i.
We next turn to free algebras. If we could assert hat the homomor- 
phism h of 4.4(iv) below is unique, then the K-free atomic-compact al-
gebra defined below would be free in the sense of category theory (see 
4.9 below, where we also prove that such free algebras in the sense of 
category theory do not exist in general). 
Definition 4.4. Let X be a set and K a class of similar atomic-compact 
algebras. A K-free atomfc-compact algebra on X is an algei;ra ~ similar 
to the algebras in K satisfying the following four conditions: 
(i) ~ E K; 
(~i) X c__. B; 
(iii) i fX~C,  ~ and ~K,  then~ =~;  
(iv) if g ~ K and g: X -~ C is any function, then there exists a homo- 
morphism h: ~8 -* ~ with h fX = g. 
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Theorem 4.5. Let K be a class, ~f atomic-compact algebras closed under 
the formation o f  products and retracts which contains an algebra o f  
power >_ 2, and let X be any set. There exists an algebra ~8 which is K- 
free atomic-compact on X, and all such free algebras are isomorphic in 
the sense that i f  ~8' is also K-free atomic-compact on X, then there ex- 
ists an isomorphism u: ~ -~ ~' with u the identity on X. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2 and thus omitted. 
Theorem 4.6. Let K 1 be ,~ class o f  algebras closed under the formation 
o f  products, substructures and homomorphic images (i.e. a variety) 
which contains an atomic-compact algebra o f  power >_ 2, and let K be 
the class o f  atomic-compact algebras in K 1 . Let X be any set. Let 91 be 
a (standard) K 1 -free algebra op, X a;~d let (f, ~)  be a K-maximal atomic 
compactification o f 91. Then f is one-to-one on X (and thus we may re- 
gard X as a subset o f  B), and ~ is K-free atomic-compact on X. 
Remarks 4.7. The free atomic-compact group on one generator is the 
maximal atomic compactification f the group <Z, +> of integers. This 
maximal atomic compactification (pure-injective envelope) is the com- 
pletion of <Z, +) in the Z-adic topology (neighbourhoods of zero are sets 
of the form {nz: z ~ Z}) [49, Theorem 3] ; this completion is isomor- 
phic to the product of the groups of p-adic integers for p ranging over 
all primes [49, Proposition 10]. 
4.8. A K-free atomic-compact algebra on X is an atomic-compact K- 
free product of a~gebras K-free atomic-compact on(x }, for x ranging 
over X. 
4.9. We will see that free atomic-compact algebras in the sense of ca- 
tego~I theory do not exist (at least under the most obvious definition 
of the category of atomic-compact algebras). We let K be a class of ato- 
mic-compact algebras, and let e be the category wh,:se objects are the 
algebras in K and whose morphisms are al~ homomorph~sms between al- 
gebras in K. Let eJ be the category of sets and let U: e -~ ei be the for- 
getful functor which assigns to each algebra 9~ its universe A = U(91). 
According to the categorical definition, an algebra ~ is free atomic- 
compact over K with generators X if and only if U has a left adjoint F
such that ~5 = F(X); equivalent'~y, if and only if there exists a function 
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]: X -~ U(~ ) which is universal for the functor ~ ~ Horn d (X, U(9~)) 
[ I0, pp. 80-93;  26, §8]. It follows that if ~9 is free atomic-compact in 
this categorical sense, then one may suppose ither that K has only the 
singleton algebra, or that X c__ B, and that if ~ ~ K and jr.. X ~ C is any 
function, then there exists a unique homomorphism g: ~ -* ~ with 
g rX = f. Let us take K as the class of all atomic-compact algebras with 
one unary operation and no other operations. Suppose that ~ is in the 
categorical sense a fi-ee atomic-compact algebra over K generated by 
X = { 0}. We. let ~ be the disjoint union of (o~, x + 1 ) and (Z, x + 1 ) (as 
in 2.1 9). Clearly ~ is free atomic-compact over K generated by { O} in 
the sense of 4.4. Thus there exist homomorphismsf:  ~ -* ~8 and g: ~ -* 
with f(0) = 0 and G (0) = 0. Thus fo g is an endomorphism of the catego- 
rical free algebra ~ fixing 0, and so by the uniqueness mentioned above, 
fo g is the identity. Thus ~ is a retract of (S.. The reader may check that 
the only retract of ~ containing 0 is ~ itself. But this is a contradiction, 
since ~ cannot be free in the categorical sense, by 2.1 9. Thus free ato- 
mic-compact algebras in the categorical sense do not always exist. 
Problem 4.10. Can the notion of morphism for atomic-compact struc- 
tures be changed from the obvious notion of 4.9 in such a way that the 
category e becomes more amenable? As a test for such a change, can one 
make free products, free algebras and compactifications exist in the ser~se 
of category theory? 
5. Decomposition of atomic-compact structures 
Our main result obtained using minimum compact structures i the 
following subdirect decomposition theorem which applies in particular 
to atomic-compact structures. Throughout this section we deal with 
structures (A, Fs, Rt)s~S,  t~T of an arbitrary but fixed similarity type, 
and we let n = ISI + I TI + ~0. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 21 be a structure such that for each finite F c_c_ A, 9~ F is 
weakly atomic-compact. Then there exists a system Pi: 9.{ -~ 9A i (i ~ 1) o f  
homomorphisms with the following properties: 
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(i) each 9~ i is atomic-compact; in fact for each i there is a finite 
Fi c_ Ai  such that (91, a)a~Fi is minimum compact; 
(ii) Ill < IAI, and for each i, IAil <- 21~; 
(iii) each Pi is a retraction o f  93 onto a substructure o f  ~; 
(iv) the natural homomorphism p: 93 -* P(93i: i ~ I> (i.e. p(a) = 
(Pi(a): i E l)) is ~ pure embedding. 
Proof. We assume that A is infinite. Let I be the set of finite subsets of 
A. For each i ~/ ,  let ~i  be minimum compact and E-equivalent to 
(gA,'a)a~ i. By 1.2(iv) each ~ i  is a retract of (93, a)a~ i and so we may as- 
sume that ~8 i ~ (~, a)a~ i and that there exists a homomorphi~m 
Pi: (gJ, a)a~ i ~ ~i with Pi rBi the identity. We let 9~ i be the reduct of 
~ i  to the similarity type of 93, and define p as in (iv) above. By Thee-. 
rem 1.2, (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. It remains only to check that p is ~ pure 
embedding. Suppose that ~o is an (3, ^  )-sentence in the language of ~A 
which is false in 93A. Let i be a finite subset of A containing those cons- 
tants appearing in so. By E-equivalence, sois false in ~B i and hence in 
(9.l i, pi(a))a~/t. Thus ~o is false in (P93i, P(a))a~A, and so p is a pure em- 
bedding. 
Problem 5.2. Can the representation f Theorem 5.1 be made in any 
sense irreducible or unique? Can this be done if one omits the second 
assertion of 5.1 (i), that each ~t i is minimum compact with re,spect to 
some finite subset of its universe? 
Corollary 5.3. Every atomic-compact s ructure 93 is a retract e ra  prod- 
uct o f  at most IA [ atomic-compact s ructure~ each o f  power at most 2 n; 
each factor may itself be taken as a retract ofg~. 
Corollary 5.4. I f  9.{ F is weakly atomic-compact for every finite F c_ A, 
then 9~ has an atomic-compact pure extension. 
Proofs. (I) Immediate from Theorem 5.1. (II) Immediate from Theo- 
rem 3.8 (v) ~ (iii). 
Remarks 5.5. There exist non-atomic-compact structures 91 such that ~F 
is weakly atomic-cc~mpact for each f'mite ~' c_c_ A, for example 9.1 = (¢o, <-) 
(used as an example also in 3.1 0 above). 
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5.6. The converse of Corollary 5.4 is false. The Abelian group (Z, +) 
of integers has an atomic-compact pure extension (see 2.1 7, 2.20 and 
4.7), but (Z, +, 1 ) is not weakly atomic-compact, as is shownin [35]. 
5.7. Even if 92 of 5.1 is a product P( ~1: i ~- J), where each ~i  is a 
finite algebra with no proper subalgebras, the factors 93i of 5.1 may be 
seemingly unrelated to the factors ~1. For example, let ~1 = (B/,fi>, 
where 1t/is the set of integers modulo ] ana f/(x) - x + 1 (mod D. Then 
the product 92 of the algebras ~/ ( j  = 1, 2, ...) is the disjoint union of 
2 ~0 copies of the algebra (Z, x + 1 > (as in 1.8). It is not hard to check 
that none of the original algebras ~ is a retract of 93. The algebras 92i 
supplied by 5.1 are, in fact, finite disjoint unions of copies of the alge- 
bra (Z, x + 1 >. 
The following corollary extends a known result in the theory of ato- 
mic-compact Abelian groups (see 5.1 0 below), a is defined at the begin- 
ning of this section. 
Corollary 5.8. Let K be a class o f  similar structures closed under the for- 
mation o f  products and retracts. Then there exists a set K o c__ K such 
that 
(i) IK01<_ 2n; 
(ii) each member o f  K o is atomic-compact and o f  power <_ 2n; 
(iii) for each 93 ~ K, 9.1 is atomic-compact i f  and only i f  93 is a retract 
o f  a product o f  members o f  K o . 
Proof. Let I 0 be the set of isomorphism types of all structures which 
may appear as some 92i in 5.1, for 92 ~ K. Let K 0 contain exactly one 
structure of each. type in 10. Then (ii) and (iii) follow from 5.1. To see 
(i), recall that the isomorphism type of a minimum compact structure 
is determined by its set of true (:l, ^ )-sentences. Hence for n ~ co there 
are at most 2 n non-isomorphic structures which are minimum compact 
in the language having n added constants. Thus II 0 1 <- ~0" 2n = 2u- 
Problem 5.9. Is the estimate in 5.8(i) best possible? For certain special 
classes of structures, the answer is "no,"  as the next two examples how. 
Remarks 5.10. If K of 5.8 is the class of Abelian groups, then K 0 may 
be taken as the set of all PrOfer groups Z ** (see 2.23) together with all 
• P .  
cychc groups of prhrle-power order [25; 1 2, Theorem 30.4]. 
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5.11. I fK  of 5.8 is the class of Boolean algebras, then K 0 may be 
taken as the set whose only element is the two-element algebra. But 
notice that our proof generates as K 0 the class of finite Boolean alge- 
bras. 
Corollary 5.12. Let K be a class of  structures closed under the formation 
of  products and retracts, and such that every member of  K retracts onto 
a substructure of  one element. Then there exists an atomic-compact 
~8 ~ K with IBI <_ 22n such that 9~ ~ K is atomic-compact (f and only if  
9~ is a retract o f  a power of  YS. 
Problem 5.13. Is the inequality IBI<_ 2 2u of Corollary 5.12 best possible? 
From Theorem 5.1 we can see the existence of a large class of algebras 
wk.ch are not subalgebras of atomic-compact algebras, thus extending 
the result of B. W~glorz mentioned in 2.5. Recall that an algebra ~8 is 
residually in class K [7, p. 101] iff 9~ is a subdirect product of members 
of K. J. Mycielski noted [35] that every residually finite algebra has an 
atomic-compact extension; the following result is a partial converse. 
Corollary 5.14. I f  the algebra 9~ ts a subalgebra of  some atomic-compact 
algebra, then ~ is residually of  power <_ 2 n. 
Corollary 5.15. I f  the algebra ~ is subdirectly irreducible and IAI > 2 I1, 
then 9~ is not a subalgebra of  any atomic-compact algebra. (4) 
Corollary 5.16. I f ( f ,  ~ ) is the maximal atomic compactification of  the 
simple algebra 9~, and iA i > 2 n, then ~8 is a singleton algebra. 
5.17. There exist algebras ~ of the sort mentioned in 5.16, for exam- 
ple the alternating roup on (2 n0). letters, or a lattice of power (2 ~° )+ 
with all elements incomparable excepting the greatest ana least elements 
(this lattice has often been used as an example in the theory of atomic 
compactness - see [ 13, (4.2); 36, E 1 ; 52~ 2..7] ). Notice that these two 
examples are weakly atomic-compact, and thus that there are no analogs 
of Corollaries 5.3 and 5.8 for weak atomic compactness. 
(4) G. Sabbagh as proved [41] that no non-trivial algebraically closed group (i.e. group pure in 
mcery extending roup) [42] is a subgroup of any atomic-compact group. All algebxaically closed 
groups are simple [37]. 
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In [35, Problem 484], J. Myeielski a,~ked whether every atomic-compact 
structure is a retract of a compact opological structure. In general the 
answer to this question is negative [441, even for algebras with two un- 
ary operations [47], but the answer is affirmative for certain important 
classes of algebras, for example Abelian groups [ 25 ], Boolean algebras 
[50], Noetherian tings [ 17], algebras with one unary operation [55], 
vector spaces [50], and, more generally, modules [49]. (See [44] and 
[46] for a discussion of the general problem.) Our next corollary shows 
how the set K 0 of Corollary 5.8 can help reduce this problem for parti- 
cular classes K. 
Corollary 5.18. Let K be a class o f  structures closed under the formation 
of  products and retracts, and let K o be the subset o f  K gi~'en by 5.8. I f  
there exists an atomic-compact structure in K which is not a retract of  
any compact opological structure, then there exists uch a structure in 
K o (in particular, some such structure has power <_ 2a). 
Corollary 5.19. Let K be a class o f  structures closed under the formation 
of  products end retracts and such that every atomic-compact structure in 
K is a retract of  a compact opological structure in K. Then there exists 
a set K! (with IK 1 [ <_ 2 n) of  compact topological structures such that 9~ 
is an atomic-compact, member o f  K if  and only if 9~ is isomorphic to a 
retract o f  a product of  members o f  K 1 . 
5.20. If K of 5.19 is the class of all retracts of compact opological 
relational structures (of a given similarity type), then K 1 may be taken 
as the set of all finite structures [47, Corollary 4.3]. The corresponding 
t~sult dc~es not hold for algebras [47, 4.6]. 
Recalling the definition of and easy facts concerning injectives tated 
prior to 2.12, we have the following coroMary of 5.8. 
Corollary 5.21. Let K be a class o f  similar structures closed under the 
formation of  products, rel'racts and ultrapowers. Then there exists a set 
Ko c. K such that." 
(i) IKol<_ 2"; 
(ii) each member of  K o is in]ective in K and of  power <_ 2n; 
(ill)for each ~ ~ K, 9~ is in]ective in K if  and only if  ga is a retract of  a 
product of  members of  K o. 
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5.22. Thus K 0 of 5.21 forrms a subbase ofin]ectives [30] of power 
<_ 2 n. 
Problem 5.23. Are ti~ere interesting necessary and sufficient conditions 
that a class K of (similar) structures be closed under the formation of 
products and retracts? Under what conditions does such a class K have 
a subset K 0 such that K consists exactly of retracts of products of mem- 
bers of K0? (See 5.8, 5.19 and 5.21.) 
6. Topological compactification, free compact algebras and 
compact free products 
In this section we state some counterparts to our theorems of § § 2 
and 4 for the theory of compact topological structures ~nd algebras. 
Some of these results are essentially well known, and all the proofs are 
easy, in the sense that they follow the general lines of the proofs men- 
tioned in 2.21; we thus omit the proofs. For brevity we also omit the 
obvious generalizations, of Theorems 6.1 and 6.3 to ctas:ses K of ccmpact 
topological structures closed under the formation of products and closed 
substructures. We first state a compactification theorem and corollary - 
a similar theorem was stated by B. W~glorz [53, Theorem 3]. For the re- 
lation of topological compactLqcations to the theory of enlargements, 
consult [40] and [21 ]. 
Theorem 6o 1. For any topological structure ~ there exists a compact 
topological structure 98 and a continuous homomorphism f: ~ -+ 98 
with the following properties: 
(i) f [A  ] is a dense subset o f  B; 
(ii) for each compact opological structure ~ and continuous homo- 
morphism g: ~ -. e ,  there exists a continuous homomorphism 
h: 98 -~ e with ho f = g; 
(iii) i f  the compact opological structure 98' and continuous homo- 
morphismJ~': ~ -~ 93' also satisfy (i) and (ii), then there exists an 
iso-homeomorphism g: 98 -~ 98' with go f = f ' .  
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The follo,ving corollary gives.a kind of compactification i termediate 
between those of 2.2 and 6.1. (See the remarks prior to Corollary 5.18; 
also see [45], where retracts of compact opological structures are char- 
acterized in terras ofpseudotopological onvergence [45] :) 
Corollary 6.2. For any structure 9~ there exists a structure ~8 which is a 
retract o f  a compact opological structure, and a homomorphism f: 9.1~ f8 
with the following properties: 
(i) i f  f[9,1] c_c_ ~ c__ ~ and ~ is a retract o f  a compact ot:ological 
structure, then ~ = fS; 
(ii) fc, z r~ch homomorphism g: 9~ -* ~, where ~ is a retract oJ'a com- 
pcc:z :opological structure, there exists a homomorphism h: f8 -* 
with h of -  g; 
(iii) i f  f '  : 9~ ~ fS' also satisfies (i) and (ii) with ~ a retract o f  a com- 
pact topological structure, then there exists an isomorphism 
g: f8 ~ f~' with go f:-- f'. 
Proofs. (I) Let at be 9.1 with the discrete topology, and forte the mini- 
mum compact structure E-equivalent to < ~, f(a))a~ A , where q8 and f 
are as in 6. I ; this minimum compact structure satisfies the requirements 
of 6.2. (II) Apply Theorem 2.2 with K the class of retracts of compact 
topological structures. 
Turning now to topological analogs of the results of § 4, we first point 
out that the topological analog of Theorem 4.1 is the following theorem 
which we mentioned there. 
Theorem 6.3. (Golema [ 14] ). Let Mi (i E 1) be a system of  similar com- 
pact topological structures. Then there exist 98 and fi (i ~ I) with the 
folio wing properties: 
(i) each fi is a continuous homomorphism from s~ i to the compact 
topological structure ~ ; 
(ii) U f/[A i] generates a dense substructure o f  qS; 
i~ l  
(iii) ira system o f  continuous homomorphisms gi: -~i "-> Q is given, 
with e a compact opological structure, then there exists a con- 
tinuous homomorphism h: 98 -~ e with h° f t  = gi (i ~ I); 
(iv) i f  qs' and ft' (i E 1) also satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii), then there exists an 
iso-homeomorphism u: q8 -* c~, with uo f  i =f/' (i ~/).  
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We now state a topological analog of Theorem 4.5; several similar 
constructions were given by Mal'cev [28] (also cf [34] ), 
Theorem 6.4. Let K be a class o f  algebras closed under the formation o f  
products, subalgebras and isomorphs, and assume that there exists a com- 
pact topological itlgebra s~ o with 9A o E K and IA01>- 2. For any set X 
there exists at with the following properties: 
(i) at is a compact opological algebra and 9A ~ K; 
(ii) X c__ A and X generates a dense subalgebra o f  ~;  
(iii) i f  ~ is a compact opological algebra with ~ ~ K, and f: X -~ B 
is any function, then there exists a continuous homomorphism 
g: at -~ ~ with g t X = f; 
(iv) i f  ~ '  also satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii), then there exists an iso-homeo- 
morphism f'. s~-~ at' with f the identity on X. 
7. Decomposition of compact topological structures 
Our main result on compact opological structures i the (continuous) 
subdirect decomposition theorem proved below (Theorem 7.7). This is a 
topological counterpart to Theorem 5.1. The analogy is not perfect; in 
7.7 we gaip continuity of the representing homomorphisms, but .our fac- 
tors are no longer etracts of the original structure (see 7.15 below). No- 
tice that 5.1 applies afortiori to compact opological structures, but 
yields no inibrmation about the underlying topology. 
We first establish auxiliary notation and prove three lemmas and two 
corollaries. If (i, <_) is a directed set, then an 1-inverse system o f  topolo- 
gical structures is a system s~ i (i ~ / )  of topological structures together 
with a system ~ (i, ] ~ I, i <_ j) of continuous homomorphisms ~/: ~/--~ 
at i. The limit of such an inverse system is the topological substructure 
of the product P(ati: i ~ I) consisting of those elements <ai: t ~ 1.) for 
which ~- (aj) = a i (i, ] E .1, i ~ ]). (This is a concrete definition of inverse 
limit; for an abstract definition in category theory, consult [10] and 
[261 .) 
[0, 1 ] denotes the closed unit interval with its usual topology. For 
Xg B, Px denotes projection of [0, 11B onto [0, 1] x. IfA c_ [0, 11 a, 
then the equivalence r lation -x  on A is d~fined as follows: a -x  a' iff 
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PX (a) = Px (a'). We define A x = Px [A ] ; clearly Px defines a one-one 
correspondence b tween the quotient set A/=-x and A x.  
I.emma 7.1. The inverse limit o f  an inverse system ~"  at] -, ati 
(i, ] E 1: i < ]) o f  compact opological structures is a pure substructure 
o f  the product P (ati: i E I). 
Proof. Let the underlying stracture of this inverse limit be ~. I f9  is an 
(:1, A)~entence ~ false in ~n,  then ~ is false in one factor (9~ i, ai)a~ A by 
[39, Theorem 3.1 ] or [45, Theorem 7.3]. Thus ~o is false in the product. 
I.emma 7.2. Let ~:  at] -~ at i (i, ] ~ I; i <- ]) be an inverse system o f  topo- 
logical structures, and let Pi: at -> ati (i ~ 17) be a system of  continuous 
homomorphisms with the following three properties: 
(i) Pi = dJi°Pl (i, ] E I, i <- ]); (ii) the mappings Pi separate points o f  A; 
(iii) for i E L ~i is the homomorphic image o f  ~ under Pi. 
I f  .~ is compact, then the natural mapping p: at .~ P(a¢i: i ~ I>, i.e. 
p (a) r. (Pi(a):  ~ E I), is an iso-homeomorphism o f  at onto the limit o f  
the given system. 
Proof. Since A is compact and the product space is Hau~d0rff, it is clear 
that p is a homeomorphism of A onto a closed subset B of the inverse 
limit, p is an isomorphism by (iii). It is not hard to check that B is dense 
in the inverse limit, and so the lemma follows. 
7.3. The hypothesis that at be compact in ,~emma 7.7: cannot be re- 
moved. For let q be prime, and suppose that ~ is the additive group of 
integers arid that ati is the group of addition modulo qi (i ~ 1 ), with all 
topologies discrete. Define $,[(x) for i <_ ] as x (mod qi) and Pi(X) as 
x (mod qi)o Then all hypotheses of 7.2 are fulfilled, except he compact-- 
ness of at. The conclusion of 7.2 does not hold, since the inverse limit of 
the system ~b~" s~] -~ ati (i, ] = 1, 2, ...; i <_ ]) is the group of q-adic integers, 
which is uncountable. 
Lemina 7.4. f f  A is a closed subset o f  [0, 1 ]s and f: A n -+ A is continu- 
ous, then for every b E B there exfsts a countable set C c__ B such that 
xi =C Yi (i = l, ..., n) implies f (x  1 , ..., x n ) = {b}f (Y l  , "", Yn )" 
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Proof° (5) Forx  = (x 1 , ..., x n) ~ A n and X c_. B, let Px(X)  = (Px(Xl  ), ..., 
Px (Xn))" Clearly for x, y ~ A, x ~ y; there exists u ~ B such that 
P (u}(x) 4= P(u}(Y). And since p(: )  is continuous, the se~c 
A u = ((~, ri) ~ (A n )2 : pv,)(/j) ~ P(u) (r/)} 
is open and (x, y)~ A u . 
Now we need only show that there is a countable covering of the set 
S = ,[(/j, n) ~ (An) 2 : P{b}(f(~)) ~ P{b)(f(';I))} 
with sets of the torm A u , since then their indices u form a set C as re- 
quired in the lewma. If for each n --- 1, 2, ... we let 
S n = ((~, rl) ~ (An) 2 : Ip(o}(f(~)) - p(b}(f(rl))l >- 1/n), 
then we have S = U S n, and each S n i~ compact. Of course if (~, ~)~S n 
n=_l 
then ~ :/: 71, and hence S n has a finite covering with sets of the form A u . 
Hence S has a countable covering with sets of the form A u , and thus the 
lemma follows. 
Corollary 7.5. l f  A is a closed subset o f  [G, 1 ]B and f: A n -+ A is continu- 
ous and U c_C_ B, then there exists [; U c_ V c__ B, 1VI <- I UI + ~ o, such that 
=-v is a congruence relation for  the algebra (A, I3. 
Proof. Follows immediately by repeated application of 7.4. 
Corollary 7.6. Suppose that s~ is a compact opological algebra with at 
most m operations, whose universe A is a closed subspace o f  [ O, 1 ] B. 
Given U c_ B, there exists V, U c_ V c_c_ B, l VI <_ I UI + m, 3uch that - v is 
a congruence relation on the algebra 9~. 
Proof. Follows from 7.5 and the tact that the operations of ~: may be 
put in a sequence (with repet i t ions)~ (a < m) such that for each a < m 
(5) The author's original proof was simplified by J. Mycielski. 
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and each operation f of A there exists j3, a </3 < m, with fO = f. 
Theorem 7.7. Lef s~ be a [totally disconnected] compact (Hausdorff) 
topological structure, and let m be ~o plus the' number o f  operations o f  
9~. Then there exists a system of  mappings Pi (i ~ I) w qh the following 
properties: 
(i) each Pi is a continuous homomorphism from s~ onto the [totally 
disconnected] compact topological structure s~i ;
(ii) each A i is a closed subset o f  [0, 1 ]m [of (O, 1} m ] (in particular, 
IAil <_ 2 m, and if m= ~o, then each A i iS a compact metric space 
[a subspaee o f  the Cantor set] ); 
(iii) i f  9a has no operations, then each A i is a closed subset o f  [ O, 1 ] ~ 
for finite k [a finite space] ; 
(iv) the function p: s~ ~ P ( Mi: i ~ I) defined by F (a) = (pi(a): i ~ I> 
is an iso-homeomorphism o f  s~ onto a closed substructure o f  this 
product; 
(v) p is a pure embedding. 
Proof. (6) Since A is a compact Hausdorff space, we may assume that A 
is a closed subset of [0, 1 ]8 for some B [24]. Let I be the set of all 
1t/c_ B such that IWI <_ m and =w is a congruence relation on 9~. For 
each such It', ~l w denotes the structure with tmiverse A w = Pw [A ] and 
isomorphic to the quotient structure ~/--w via Pw" The structure '~w 
and the topology inherited from [0, 1 ] w define a topological structure 
~w,  since each relation and operation of g~ w is compact and hence closed. 
For I¢ c_ V, W, V6 I, we define ~b v" ~v  ~ ~w to be projection. The 
functions Pw (W ~ I) separate points of A, and (I, ~)  is a directed set, 
by Corollary 7.6. Thus all hypotheses of Lemma 7.2 are fulfilled for the 
systems pw (W ~ ]) and qjv (W, V~ I, I~; c_ V). Property (v) follows 
from Lemma 7.1, and ~hu~ the theorem is proved, with the exception of 
the case of no uperations and the totally disconnected case. If  there are 
no operations, we may ta!~e I to be the set of finite subsets of B. In the 
totally disconnected case the proof is the same, except that we replace 
[0, 1 ] everywhere by (0, 1} (also in 7.4-6). Thus Theorem 7.7 is proved. 
(6) Except for the totally disconnected case, this theorem ay also be proved along the !rues of 
the proof of Hofmann and Mostert [19, p. 50] for the ease of semigroups. 
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Problem 7.8. Can the representation in Theorem 7.7 be made in any 
sense irreducible or unique? 
Corollary 7.9. (Finite or countable similarity type.) Evel y compact opo- 
logical algebra is an inverse limit of  compact metric algebras. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 7.7 and Lemma 7.2, taking the d~rec- 
ted set to be the set of finite subsets of I ordered by inclusion. 
Corollary 7.i0. (Fimte or countable similarity type.) Let K be a variety 
of  algebras. Then there exists a set K o of  compact metric a~!¢ebras such 
that -~ is a compact opological algebra with 91 ~ K if and only if at is 
iso-homeomorphic to a closed subalgebra of a product of members of  K o. 
Corollary 7.1 1. GVinite or countable similarity type). Every totally dis- 
connected compact cpological algebra is an inverse limit of  such alge- 
bras, each defined on some closed subspace of the Cantor set. 
Corollary 7.1 2. Every totally disconnected compact opological relatio- 
nal structure is an inverse limit of  finite relational structures. 
Remarks 7.13. There exist compact ooological groups of power 2 s° 
which are (algebraically) shnple, for example the group of rotations of 
the space R 3 about the origin. Thus the estimate IAil <- 2 ~0 for algebras 
of finite or countable similarity type in 7.7(ii) is best possible. 
7.14. Not!ice that Corollary 5.19 (of Theorem 5.1 ) is also a corollary 
of Theorem 7.7. 
7.15. To compare the decomposition theorems, 5.1 and 7.7, we re- 
turn to the structure 9.1 described in 5.7. If each finite structure ~81 is 
given the discrete topology, then the preduct 9/of the s~ructures 93 i be- 
comes a compact opological structure at. Each ~i can appear in a de- 
composition of gt of type 7.7, but cannot appear in a decomposition of 
type 5.1, as noted in 5.7. On the other hand, if 9.1i s supplied by the 
proof of 5.1, namely if ~i is a finite disjoint union of algebras (Z, x + 1 ) 
asiindicated in 5.7, then ~i cannot appear in a decomposition of type 
7.7. In fact there exists no compact opology such that the operation of 
9~- is continuous (this follows fairly directly from the Baire category the- 
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orem). (In fact, since ~ is compact metric, Theorem 7.7 does not assert 
that proper decompositions exist.) 
7.16. Corollary 7.9 is known for semigroups; ee [ 19, A8.6, p. 49]. 
7.17. If at is a compact opological group, then each gt i of 7.7 can 
be taken to be a closed subgroup of a (finite dimensional real) ortho- 
gonal group. It was proved by J. yon Neumann that every compact o- 
pological group is an inverse limit of  such groups (see [32] ). The condi- 
tion 7.7(v) (not usually stated in group theory texts) follows from the 
general Lemma 7.1. 
Problem 7.18. What rre some explicit versions of the representation 
theorem, 7.7, for variocs interesting classes of compact opological al- 
gebras (such as is given for groups in 7.17)? 
7.19. Of course every inverse limit of finite structures i a totally dis- 
connected compact opological structure. For relational structures, the 
converse holds, as is shown in 7.12. But 7.12 fails for algebras, even 
those with one unary operation. Let A be the ordinary Cantor set ~ 2, 
and define F: A -+ A by F( (a  o , a I , . . . ) )  = (a  1 , a 2 , . . . ) .  Let s~ be the to- 
tally disconnected compact opological algebra defined by ~ = (A, F ) 
and the usual topology on A. Suppose that f: at -~ q~ is a continuous 
homomorphism where ~ = <B, G> is finite; we will show that fmust  be 
constant. Let A 0 be the f-preimage of one element of B; thus A o is a 
clopen subset of A on wh ich f i s  constant. A 0 being clopen, there exist 
m ~ t.o and a Bc,olean polynomial P such that a ~ A 0 if and only if 
P(a 0, ..., a m ) = 0. Thus by the definition o fF ,  ~,-vn mapsA0 ontoA.  
Thus i fx  and y are arbitrary elements of A, there exist u, v ~ A 0 with 
F m (u) = x and F m (v) = y. By definition of A0, J (u )= f(v), and so 
f (x )  = f (F  m (u ) )  = G m ( f (u ) )  = G m ( f (v ) )  = f (F  m (v))  = f (y ) .  Thus every 
such f is constant, and s~ is not the inverse limit of finite algebras. 
7.20. But every compact otally disconnected semigroup is an im erse 
limit of fiaite semigroups [38~. The same is true of "machines" [3]. 
Problem 7.21. Are there some interesting necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions that a compact otally disconnected topological algebra t be an 
inverse limit if fieRe algebras? If at has one binary operation, then the 
associative law is sufficient (7.20) but not necessary. Is it possible to 
find such con,liticns which depend only on the algebra 9A? 
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Added in proof. 
G. Wenzcl has pointed out that one may prove that the definition of 
minimum compactness given for relational structures in 1.1 applies di- 
rectly to structures with operations as well. Our proof of 1.2 overlaps 
with some of the ideas of [56]. 
E. Fisher has given a proof of 1.2 and 1.4 based on the ideas of S.G. 
Simpson [Notices Amer. ~ath. Soc. 17 (1970) 964]. 
The result from [9] to which we refer in our proof of 1.2 was earlier 
proved by Erd6s alone [Univ. Nac. Tucum~n Rev. Ser. A3 (1942) 363- 
367]. 
S. Shelah l~as proved that if 9g is rr~inimum compact for a finite or 
countable language, then either ~l has finite or countable power or 9J 
has the power of the continuum. See his paper with R. McKenzie to ap ,~ 
pear in the proceedings of the Tarski Symposium. 
We note that in powers greater than that of the continuum, the rigid 
structures of P. Vop~nka, A. Pultr and Z. Hedrffn [Comment. Math. 
Univ. Carolinae 6 (1965) 149-155] cannot be weakly atc, mic-compact, 
by 1.2 and 1.4. 
This paper has a sequel, "Residually small varieties," to appear in 
Algebra Universalis, which contains everal necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions that every algebra in a variety have an atomic-compact extension 
thus answering an analog of Problem 3.14 for varieties and giving a con- 
verse to the corresponding analog of Corollary 5.14. (The original Prob- 
lem 3.14 remains open.) The sequel also provides a positive answer to 
Problem 5.9 above. 
In the definition of inverse system in § 7, the following condition 
was omitted: ~k~o tk~ "= ~k/k whenever i, 1, k ~ I and i <_ ] <- k. 
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